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CAN Regional Workshop
CO-CREATE CHUMSAENG,

Thailand

Jul 2016

The CAN Workshop Site: Chum Saeng

proximity to the urban centres of Bangkok and Nakhon Sawan city, and recent changes in its development plans

The city is located in the Chum Saeng district of Nakhon Sawan province, Thailand. Spanning 2.5 km2, it sits
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pro-poor Asian city development

planning

reshaped where necessary, and that community-led processes could be as present

knowledge would inform new ways of thinking and working. For instance, during the

order to contribute your knowledge and to learn from others

working with each other and with the Chum Saeng community. 2
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Workshop Outcomes

• 

•  
 

 

•  
 
 

• The mayor is concerned that government plans will go ahead without the local community knowing about or  
 

•  

• The community members also saw that they already have tools in their possession to allow them to shape their  

•  
 

•  
 

 
 

•  
 

 
 

 

 
 

•  
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Aug 2016
   

will go together. 
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-  Friendship & Trust 

-  Feeling of being a part of bigger network

some countries had been trying to adapt the spirit and process of workshop into the local context. Workshop in 

-

process to grow and ground on its own roots. 
6



 

the recent CAN regional workshop in Chumseang, Thailand. With the energy of network and diversity  plus accu-

-

program can convey the value and spirit of CAN into the working groups both in country and region. 

CAN’s coordinator team
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OPENSPACE
Nausica Castanas (NAF)

Aug 2016-17

wanted to move to Thailand. 

-

to leave no one behind, the workload has been very varied. 
-

-

team at Openspace, who really feel like family. 
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Danang University of ArchitectureDanang University of Architecture

Oct 2016

for eyes opening experience to discover another dimension of urban planning and urban development in reality, 

Vietnam.

-  Sharing experience and knowledge of community architect.
-
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CO-CREATE Mahakan
Bangkok, Thailand

Satarana [Urban Lab]

Jul 2016
Co-create Mahakan:
The team has been discussing and planning the design process and work closely 
with the community in order to understand the real feeling and unmet needs 

-

space to be a living museum, where people are set in the core of the idea. There 
were 6 key areas, which emerged during the co-create workshop, which are living 

-
my, youth empowerment and old town neighbourhood
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of the living museum and public space were installed at the center of Mahakan
Community for 2 weeks.
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society and create a living city, while “public” refers to a concept of “living together”, where diversity is embraced.

Despite that, there always be a big gap of bridging the needs from each stakeholder. Thus, we aim to

Approach:
According to our interest in nature of human and humanity rooted within community, we are looking to

non-hierarchically without knowing each other, in the same sort of problem and space, will emerge
sense of sharing and leads ahead to unexpected processes and outcomes.

and change it, brainstorm and end up with party, cause an error and solve it together because we

space. The design tools and methodologies, by internal and external experts, are applied to the

produced. Satarana the urban lab is a low-cost model, mobilising the assets of the city to encourage
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Aug 2016

IIED working paper
on community-driven 

urban development in Thailand

By Nausica Castanas

-  Access to energy in rural Africa

Our team at Tar-Saeng Studio looked at community-led approaches to urban development across Thailand, while another 

-
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Our team at Tar-Saeng Studio looked at community-led approaches to urban development across Thailand, while another 

-

-

    part of the community before the upgrading process, but would not have been able to be included in the upgrading as they 

    at the municipal level, and is then channelled through the community to reach those who need it most. 

  

    many of the ideas stemming from the community workshops to impose their own vision.

-

Thailand. 

pubs.iied.org.  
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- Co-create
   citywide workshop

Nov 2016 ,  May 2017

-

 From last visited on Sept 2016 we have chance to meet and discuss the issue of 
-

policy on housing for urban poor.

-

with WFW and have saving group since 2 years ago. Before the workshop WFW had 
-

-

-

-
-

we share the ideas and processes to the public and media.

to set up program for engage with urban planning ,housing for urban poor by use 

-
khan township from the workshop to public.
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- DPU Fieldtrip 2017

Nov 2016 ,  May 2017

Building and Urban design in Development is a Master degree course inside University 
College London. The course aim for students to develop understanding and planning 

and low-income housing development is facing.

-

sectors.

stratergy and provision toward sustainable city development and housing security for 
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This book collects the community architecture work carried out on the ground by

Ariel and Francesco [editors]

8

Ten communities speaking with 
one voice are stronger than 
ten communities scattered: 
Networks based on pooled 

savings, land tenure insecurity, 
occupations and other common 

each other, and work together at 
the city scale. Strong community 

networking changes how 
development happens.

COMMUNITY NETWORKING

Through savings groups, 
communities create a stake 
in their own development: 

savings groups build trust 
and communities’ capacity 

to collectively manage, 
prioritise, and implement 

development. With a common 

negotiational power with 
authorities to leverage larger 

investments, subsidies and longer 
term planning, directing their own 

development.

COMMUNITY SAVINGS

Building partnerships opens up 
new possibilities:

comprehensive upgrading is not 
just about poor communities, 
it implies a social and physical 

government representatives, 

NGO’s, academic institutions, 

people with something to input 
in the upgrading process is long.

Some key ways 
in which community architects 
support communities 
to improve their environment

PARTNERSHIPS

Community upgrading:
what is it all about?

p78 p27

p29p54p175

p221

p109p230

p175

Cooperative heritage 
maintenance 
PENANG   

Pond-based 
alternative livelihood 

 

 
resilient housing Transitional Shelter 

Bamboo conservation 

Slave Island
Community Project

12

What we do:
community architects'

POST-DISASTER
RECONSTRUCTION

ENVIRONMENTAL
REHABILITATION

HERITAGE
CONSERVATION

Nangloeng

14

Perween Rahman

Rahman Fellowship, launched to support young practitioners working on participatory 

went to 15 action-based projects across 12 countries in Asia, that will last a minimum 

to relocation planning and design workshops. They are all meant to not only deliver 
concrete improvements to the communities, but to build together new knowledge and 

OO

took the opportunity to work, learn and grow together with communities.

OO

45

> Urban housing improvements in Jogen 

was carried out in partnership with 
homeowners, using SAFE’s approach to 
improved housing techniques in an urban 
slum environment.. 

87

Participatory design 

2010 - ongoing

supported the proposal, and played an important role in mediating with the landowner 

and construction was split into 

currently working on phase three. 

81

reusing debris materials.

OO
with the local government to negotiate re-adjusting the policy restricting residential 

livelihoods. 

OO

this was enough to stimulate producing 

houses, re-using post-eruption debris, 

gotong royong (an Indonesian phrase 

18
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1COMMUNITY UPGRADING HANDBOOK  | By ACHR 11CCOMOMMOMMMO UUNUNIITYTYY UUPGRPGRADADIDIDA NGNGNGG HHHANDNANDBBOOOOOKK || ByBy ACHACHCHHRR

A Handbook on

COMMUNITY UPGRADING
through People’s Process -

-

upgrading was largelybased on.

This handbook aims to provide technical professionals, community development 

processes in community upgrading.

23COMMUNITY UPGRADING HANDBOOK  | By ACHR

assisted by many groups in house reconstruction aid, exploring 
problems and potentials as well as disaster preparedness.

Participatory community mapping method was used to map 
the problems and potentials of the community. The process of 
active community participation then revealed the needs of the 
community. Patterns were drafted by experts for through active 
community participation. Patterns were drafted by experts for 
minimizing effects on houses. 

Case Study: On-site Upgrading for Post Disaster
           (ACCA Program)
Location: Kampung Wete’s Sidrap City, South Sulawesi | INDONESIA

Structutres at Kampung Wete’s

The community created different map that shows problems and opportunities in their community. 
Around it, people discuss patterns formed and possible steps to be done on future process.

(Image Source: CAN Indonesia)

34 COMMUNITY UPGRADING HANDBOOK  | By ACHR

Case Study: Housing Construction: The Core Houses of Mandaue
Location: Brgy. Paknaan, Mandaue City, Cebu | PHILIPPINES

The design of the house varies according to the law governing minimum 
requirements in designing socialized housing. These core houses provide the 
families outer structural shell of the dwelling alongside basic utilities such as 
plumbing, electricity and wastewater treatment.

The housing design implemented was row 
houses made of Interlocking Compressed 
Earth Blocks (ICEB) which turned out to be 
cost effective material and a sustainable 
one. The design was developed during a 
workshop organized by HPFPI and facilitated 
by Technical Assistance Movement for People 

workshop, several ideas were developed 
according to how the community envisioned 
their house and to have guidelines of financing 
and cost efficiency.

Production of ICEB for the row houses

45COMMUNITY UPGRADING HANDBOOK  | By ACHR

The following are some of the skills trainings the communities may find helpful:

Procurement Workshop

To have an idea of what the development would look like 
and how much it would cost, people need to know the pre-
construction activities which include basic plan reading, materials 
familiarization, structural plan reading, and other construction 
activities. Moreover, it is from this workshop that people will 
be able to learn skills in doing estimates, quotations, filling in 
and submission of necessary documents and transacting with 
external parties.

Material Selection

In this activity, people are introduced to different construction 
materials that may possibly be used in upgrading their community. 
It mainly aims to make them familiar with characteristics of 
various materials, its affordability and more importantly, its 
practicality. This way, they can make an immediate analysis and 
comparison to have enough basis for selection.

Construction Methods Training

In developing a settlement, one vital factor to consider is 
affordability. It is inevitable to spend but to lower the expenses 
is a huge help for the people. This is why developing initiatives 
and exploring alternatives are great things particularly for the 
beneficiary. In the upgrading process, it is necessary to conduct 
training activities to transfer technology and methodology to 
communities.

(Image Source: Philippine Alliance 
Western Visayas)
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The project has 32 households with meters but about 60 households are now 
getting direct water supply connection. Not all families have meters because it is 
costly. The other households just connected with those with meter readers to save 
on cost. Almost every month since the first connection, income generated from 
the water system is utilized for additional water distribution lines to households. 

Construction began in late 2011 and was completed in 2012. Each house with 
water connection has a meter reader recorder. Members are required to pay 
their water bill every month. A member that fails to pay his/her water bill in 3 
consecutive months will have his or her connection cut off. Cost of water is Php 
130 per 10 cu. m. and a charge is added per succeeding cu.m. utilized. 

(1, 2, 3) community members performing labor for the water system; (4) a faucet connected to 
the water pump 
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